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1. The month and year of my birth are

Month [drop down menu with options: January-December] 

Year [drop down menu with options 1900-1995] 

Do not wish to say 

2. The country in which I have lived during most of the past five years is [drop down menu with options

including Do not wish to say]

3. English is my native language.

Yes 

No 

Do not wish to say 

4. I primarily identify as

male gender 

female gender 

both male and female gender 

outside the gender binary (e.g., gender neutral, genderfluid, other-gendered, no gender) do not 

wish to say 
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When I see a shape, the first few thoughts that come to my mind are  

1. _____________________
2. _____________________
3. _____________________
4. _____________________
5. _____________________ 

When I see a puzzle piece, the first few thoughts that come to my mind are 

1. _____________________
2. _____________________
3. _____________________
4. _____________________
5. _____________________ 

(next page) 

I identify as a person on the autistic spectrum (including autistic disorder, Asperger’s, autism spectrum 
disorder, and PDD-NOS), either because I have been formally diagnosed or because I have recognized 
that the criteria fit me. 

Yes, and I have been formally diagnosed Yes, but 
I have not been formally diagnosed No 
Do not wish to say 

Check all statements that apply. 

I am an autistic rights self-advocate. 
I am an autistic rights advocate. 
 I work with people on the autistic spectrum. 
 I am the relative of a person on the autistic spectrum. 
 I am the friend of a person on the autistic spectrum. 
I am interested in autism. 
I work in academic or scientific research on topics related to autism. None 
of the above 
Do not wish to say. 

I associate puzzle pieces with autism and autism awareness organizations. 

Strongly agree 
Slightly agree 
neither agree nor disagree 
Slightly disagree Strongly 
disagree 
Do not wish to say 
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